
DESIGN & FUNCTIONALITY IN ONE PLACE
There is nothing easier than this!

MASSAGE CHAIRS



SKU# WGR8012-BLACK 

BOSSCARE Massage Chair 
Recliner with Zero Gravity
Black

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: W 50”  D 40”  H 72”

FEATURES

EASY ASSEMBLY - This massage chair is almost ready to use out of the box! It only takes five minutes to 
combine the leg rest with the main body of the chair.

MULTIPLE ROLLERS - Multiple massage rollers work together to provide a complete massage to comfort 
and relax your body from head to toe.

BACK HEATING - Feel the comfort in this chair with the back heating pads. The back heating feature further 
enhances the feeling of complete relaxation.

ZERO GRAVITY - Completely relax your body in this chair by sitting in the most natural position. Reduce 
body aches and pains after a long day.

EASY MOBILITY - The wheels located on the backside of the chair allow for easy mobility. Relocate the 
chair with ease by simply leaning and pushing the chair to the desired area.

MADE WITH
LEATHER



SKU# WGR8012-BROWN 

BOSSCARE Massage Chair 
Recliner with Zero Gravity
Brown

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: W 50”  D 40”  H 72”

FEATURES

EASY ASSEMBLY - This massage chair is almost ready to use out of the box! It only takes five minutes to 
combine the leg rest with the main body of the chair.

MULTIPLE ROLLERS - Multiple massage rollers work together to provide a complete massage to comfort 
and relax your body from head to toe.

BACK HEATING - Feel the comfort in this chair with the back heating pads. The back heating feature further 
enhances the feeling of complete relaxation.

ZERO GRAVITY - Completely relax your body in this chair by sitting in the most natural position. Reduce 
body aches and pains after a long day.

EASY MOBILITY - The wheels located on the backside of the chair allow for easy mobility. Relocate the 
chair with ease by simply leaning and pushing the chair to the desired area.

MADE WITH
LEATHER


